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Introduction \) 

as an alternative to the existing Minimum Wa p Per · . 
We believe that MWEPs are fundamental! ~1 · ry, a uld b 
replaced with an employment proces h ~taj,ri disabl er ' · 

people. We think wage supple t 1 1 an op · · vestigating, and 
would be better than the P s . This ·s "t would protect 
existing job opportuni · i · ise addi · c employers and move 

ADL is a co · centr . Q re the only CLC in Aotearoa New 
Zealan w i~n-rn~es le a i es and activities solely to disabled people 

uca · a law refor . We have experience educating, advising and 
on t r: ·s ity relat~ s s. This includes client casework, legal 

a · · aisable~opl~ o WEPs, who are the focus of our submission. We 

~ also do~~aw reform activities on MWEPs. 

~ In oi{r(sirt,~e have responded to the questions within the Discussion 
~~A Wage Supplement as an Alternative to Minimum Wage 

(0 ~,.~ion Permits (2019) from the Ministry of Social Development. 

~ ~ 1. We strongly agree that there needs to be a change to the current MWEP 
~ scheme. 

2. Our concerns about MWEPs are as follows. 

a) It sanctions disability discrimination. Disabled employees should have the 
same employment rights as non-disabled workers, including the right to 
fair pay. We know of an employee under a MWEP whose full time job 
was cleaning bathrooms and toilets for .75c an hour. They were 
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performing the same tasks at the same job output as a non-disabled 
employee not under a MWEP. 

A MWEP is premised on the provision of reasonable accommodations that is 
making adjustments and changes to the way the work is done, and developing 
people to increase their skills and capability to do the job more productively. 
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In our experience this does not happen very often in practice. A typical pay 
range culminates in the minimum wage, not the living wage or the market rate 
for a similar position elsewhere in the labour market. 

Labour Inspectors do not have the training or knowledge to suitably assess 
whether wages are fair. They are not provided with disability awareness 
training. This means, for example, Labour Inspectors are not able to use e 
appropriate communication method with the disabled people they a 
through the MWEP process. We have also been told of times w e 
have met with employees in groups, not individually, or hav~ ~ 
workers at all during assessment or review for MWEPs. ~ ~ 

We are concerned that there does not appear to 0t_·us by t 
Inspectorate to enquire into the wage assessme ~~t e an-lni,-n-ui,y 

is using. We are also concerned that the I s~c ~ti I 
chooses the minimum two-yearly revi . ~V seen s hile it 
was possible to do three month~si nual ·ew EPs, the 
Inspectorate have opted for at y vie~. is ~ age progression 
up the pay range and see ery I for th . 

Wage supp~ ligi"-r.-""'"- () 
3. We think~ le~ ould be better than the 

4. ~~e tor"'~ eria should be considered when 

~ ~ ~inin eligi~~-C:e wage supplement. 

~ • E~~ · ity to do the job must still be limited, after reasonable 
dations are provided by the employer. Disabled people who 

e employed in open employment and earn above minimum 
e, should not be employed using wage supplements. 

The job must be a real opportunity for the person to contribute and use 

a the wage supplement to cut staffing costs. 
• Employees cannot previously have been employed by the same 

employer at or above minimum wage. The only very limited exception, 
would be if the person became disabled while in this job, through injury 
or medical conditions, and then had very limited ability to meet the job 
requirements. This would be after a robust return to work plan with 
real reasonable accommodations being implemented. Only in this very 
limited situation could a wage supplement apply. The wage 
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supplement regime should not become a way for employers to avoid a 
fair and reasonable return to work process, and not provide reasonable 
accommodations, with staff who have a disability as a result of injury or 
medical condition post starting their employment. 

• The employer should demonstrate that they are supporting the person 
to work towards earning the minimum wage or market rates for the 

position. This is regardless of whether the person is employed ~ 
business enterprise or in open employment in a job with~ w ~ 
supplements. ~ "\ 

• The employer should be able to demonstrate they ar~·d· g 
training and coaching, have clear job assessment proce t explai \> 
and provide what the employee needs to do i r top gr~ssi up 
the pay range. The processes needs to b · U~n-il"'. ly revi , 

and employment rights and obligat~ o enforv 

How to determine the rate~~ su~~ 
5. We think disabled people t~ age su~~hould be 

assessed to determine wh0 pp~~ r suitable. 

a. When determin' ~-ch an e ~~'Y.i contribute to the 
worker's wa h,'Wluch ·a by the government, the 
following ._._ .. ....,,n-.a nsid . 

skill a require~~ job to the minimum wage rate should be 
ob d scriptio~ e to the changing nature of work, job 

ions ay ed be frequently updated, with changes to tasks and the 

ni· a tions required to do those tasks included. In our 
pe5· e ployees on MWEPs require written documents, such as 

jo~cri I and employment agreements, to be provided in very basic 

@~ preferably in Easy Read format. 

<0 ~ployees should be assessed on which skills and tasks they are proficient at, 
~ ~ and which ones need improvement. They should then be provided with the 
~ accommodations, support and training to achieve these improvements. We 

have seen this successfully done within supported employment programmes 
within disability service providers. The assessment process is well structured, 
regular reviews take place and the focus is on moving the disabled person up 
the wage range and into open employment jobs where possible. 
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The UNCRPD Article 27: Work and Employment gives disabled people the right 
to "equal remuneration for equal work". For this reason, disabled people 
should be able to earn the market rate for comparable positions, not a 
maximum set at the minimum wage, after the government supplement. 

Another aspect of oversight is that funded advocates with training in disability 
and employment entitlements should be provided without exception to new 
and existing employees on MWEPs and wage supplements. These advocates 
will proactively and regularly seek out and support these employees, both in 
the employment and assessment processes. Organisations with supported 
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employment services and community law centres working within the disability 
sector already work with disabled employees and jobseekers. Unions would 
also potentially have an advocacy role. These organisations would be 
appropriate agencies to take on this role with funding from the Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment or Ministry of Social Development. 

e only real benefits are that it would cost the government less and it would 
e d detailed wage assessments. However, there will still be a need for an 
assessment process to determine eligibility for the wage supplement, so this is 
not a significant benefit. 

1 Discussion Document: Wage Supplements as an Alternative to Minimum Wage Exemption Permits. 2019. 
Ministry of Social Development, p. 4. 
2 This calculation is based on the figures in the Discussion Document: Wage Supplements as an Alternative to 
Minimum Wage Exemption Permits, and the minimum wage of $17.70, as at 1 April 2019. 
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Advantages, risks and other options 
7. AOL believes the key benefits of a wage supplement approach are as 

follows. 

A wage supplement would allow MWEPs to be repealed without resulting in a 
loss of job opportunities for disabled people. This would give disabled people 
the same rights to the minimum wage as non-disabled people. ~ ~ 

People with MWEPs would earn the same or more than they cu ~ ~ "\ 

to upskill disabled employees and prepare them for n mploy ent. 

8. Although we have identified a number s and r ~ , 

investigating to remedy the dis · ltiW used . 
AOL believes that a wage suppl~m ~ ·s wo ~ 

• The wage supplement, a-0,,.~ , does ~pay equity 
approach. Non-di 

1

~oin · ·~be earning more 

• Regard~ etho ~ termine wage supplement rates, 
respons1b1ll . ~ 

so ~rs cos I · ~ . This may result in job losses. 

ader po · · i tit be difficult for some organisations to 

~ war. su e nt would need to be flexible, especially in the case of 

~ t same number of hours each week. 
~ ~I ib f;j · conditions or rosters, with employees who may not 

major concern raised on behalf of employees on MWEPs and by 
employers is that social security benefit entitlements will be affected. 
The employee may exceed the threshold set down for Supported Living 

~ Payment and find themselves being required to meet the requirements 
~ for a Jobseeker Payment. Employees on MWEPs for many reasons will 

need the safety net of an assured benefit income. We feel the 
interaction between pay and benefits will need to be addressed so it 
does not disadvantage the employee. 

• Similarly, if it becomes necessary for an employee with fluctuating 
hours to report to Work and Income there must be a more 
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accommodating process in place by which they can do this. The current 
process is inaccessible and computer based. This reporting role could 
perhaps be taken by the specially trained advocates. 

• There is some concern that a wage supplement will remove the 
financial incentive to upskill and take on increased responsibilities. 
However we not believe this is a significant concern. There is air 
similar issue with some workplaces that employ all people o 
at the same rate. This issue is unlikely to be exacerbated ni i 
Employees are already motivated by participating in~~ 
earning more pay and by the prospect of finding a jo6 i~e 
employment. () 

9. In conclusion, ADL prefers a wage sup 

it protects existing job opportu~iti ~ s ~~~ di 
MWEP system which is discrim· t if"IIVi unfai;___ ~~ 

~ ~ 

~~(QJ 
g~ 
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PO Box 2653 

NZDSN submission on the 
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A wage supplement approach would be b 
however
NZDSN has significant concerns with a wage s 

It doesn't address the economic viability issues associated with business 
enterprises 

It would potentially be expensive for government to maintain over the long term. 

1 New Zealand Disability Support Network (NZDSN). (2018). Employment Support Practice Guidelines: How to 
support disabled people to get the job they want. New Zealand Disability Support Network: Wellington. 
https://www .nzdsn.org. nz/ wp-content / upl oads/2016/0 7 /Fl NAL-m ai n-NZDSN-report-2. pdf 
2 https:ljwww.msd.govt.nz/documents/ about-msd-and-our-work/ newsroom/ consultation-on-a-wage
supplement -cab-paper.pdf 
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If there is sector consensus for a wage supplement approach -
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• Develop a sound business model that pays careful attention to the relative 
number of disabled employees and/or that plays to the particular skills of those 
disabled people who are employed - and pays everyone at least the minimum 
wage. The model needs to recognise the possible mix of full time as well as part 
time employment. ~ 

• Because of the social goal underpinning the business model, Gover 
funding continues at some level relative to the number of disab . 

• An upfront one-off investment by Government for business I e a mentori 

• Some grand parenting of MWEs while the tran~ i · ~ Id. (Note~e 
business enterprises are already making this s· · 

Micro business possibilities Q \ ~ 
• Make existing funding to support thes l(~ more ac i ~ 
• 

actual business cases put i ar \) 

Increase access to empl nt ort se i 
• It is likely that the people [J:ki1;l s·ness enterprises who would 

access emplo SOC>OOl'l'servic i hes more available and had 
certainty ~ o· uppo fE ose with high needs (bearing in 
mind that ee~ iter a · need some support wherever they 

e~. 
are ~i · a~s, · ·s y less when employment options are 

is1 s need to~ f r people to participate in current business 
""''"'''~•u-1,ses and/or s d employment programmes and/or community 

1cipatio~ gra~ simultaneously. 

ase c ~~onalised Community Participation Programmes 
V • JH1eo,~I rking part time without support (or through employment support 

s and/or social enterprises), they may also wish to pursue their 
and preferred non-work activities through a community participation 

amme. It is essential that these programmes are funded at levels which 
nable a truly personalised approach that responds to each individual's 

preferences. Current funding, even with the most creative minds at work, makes 
the level of personalisation required difficult to achieve for every participant in a a consistent way. 

Implications for families 
Families are often challenged by a move away from traditional options that give them 
the assurance that their family member is at a certain place for a certain length of time 
from Monday to Friday. These assurances are not just about feeling confident that their 
family member is occupied and safe, but their working and family life may depend on 

A 
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their not being called into care-giving/support roles at a moment's notice during the 
course of the week. The expectation for these certainties are fair enough. 

er information please contact Dr Garth Bennie (CE NZDSN) 
nzdsn.or .nz or Sara Georgeson sarag@nzdsn.orq.nz (Policy Analyst, NZDSN) 
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The PSA's position 
The PSA supports the need to identify 'better alternatives so that the minimum wage exemption 

process can be removed' as highlighted in the Disability Action Plan. As proposed, the wage 

supplement approach (as opposed to minimum wage exemptions) would protect existing 

employment opportunities for disabled people and would ensure that those employees cou 

paid a minimum wage. «< 
For the PSA it is crucial that no person with a disability should have a financia~~ a a i (?v- ~ 
relation to their entitlement to being paid at least the minimum wage. The <!f's~§~io ,. cuh{ent ~~~ 
outlines that payment of the minimum wage to persons with disabilitLes..j_s ensur'e.d'{_hrough the \) 

government paying a wage supplement to the employer which w 6e passed on to thee loyee /"--/ 
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A Transformed Model is Needed which Truly Values Persons wi h Disabilities 

Persons with disabilities must make a living like everyone else- sometimes under more challenging 

circumstances. A wage supplement tries to make the existing model fairer. But it stops here. What it 

doesn't do is to envisage a transformed model which does away with individual assessments based 

on people's assumed productivity and creates a system which ensures an income from employment 

people can live from. A transformed model needs to ensure that contributions by person · A 
disabilities are valued at work and in society. It also needs to consider employers' res , 

pay fair wages to their employees. (? ...--
Our members have questioned if the discussion document goes far enough an t ca i.ng on the ~~ ~ 
government to promote a living wage as a minimum for persons w;~~ bilities, espec~ially a ~ 
longer-term basis. A transformational model should be based ~ ,., dkfu.1 ' aying a w le ) 

can live from. 

Having said that, members are concerned that additio~q_~.9 Id curr ti ~ e a 

Hence, a transformational model also needs t in · conside I ter 
degree that persons with disabilities would ha~e n a ltioi'la l m~ ~ rtax. 

from work, taxation and other sources f\fi~ rt. \) 

They are also concerned abou~ n in~ ional in i nctional inclination of 

persons with disabilities. T ~ says that 's I a"''"''""'"'"ople may be less inclined to take 

on additional responsib" 1 · s' k~ of mo · t1 n · c ·on and functional inclination needs 

to be clearly separg ur. 1r and de e(rttr~} t including the assessment of their work. 

In addition, the PS i o und~ t i~t ns with disabilities have a strong desire to 

work. Unfo~ o ly war~ a ~i~ is o n unpleasant and dissatisfying work which no 

pers o ~r o Ion - r . 

¾~ ~ ' \>~ o continue using a wage assessrT'Ent tool 

@__~ PS ly po s the CTU's call for the design of a robust process to assess wages if the 

~ curr n pro es ahead. This process must take into account two distinct tools: first a tool to 

e es range of needs and second, a tool to allocate supports based on people's needs. 

elude the following elements: 

~ • The assessment is conducted by a trained person with knowledge in disability and '0 employment. 
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• An acceptable wage rate needs to be set which cannot be undermined 

• The wage rate of persons with disabilities must rise automatically with national minimum 

wage increases 

• The wage rates need to be re-assessed after a certain period to include the opportunity for 

wage increases reflecting gained experience. 



• Persons with disabilities must be informed about unions and their right to join prior to the 

wage assessment taking place. This could be done by the trained assessor in an initial visit to 

ensure support and representation if wanted. 

In relation to the needs assessment tool suggested above our members are concerned for the needs 

of persons with disabilities in different regions- needs may differ in urban and rural areas-~the 

impact of various types of disability. Assessors need to be mindful of a 'diagnostic ove~ ~~ o~v ~ 
situation. That means vocational problems are misattributed to their disability wh~ t,.~ ~ '\ 
suggests a more systemic problem in the work environment. Depending on ~ pe 'o£clfs~ · the 

outside environments impact person's capability to work as well. For insta ~ o~ 't live in a 

accessible house, a lot of mental and physical energy is spent each dav-on managi~ the challenges \> 
person with disabilities is facing. In turn, the person has less me taf" ~ sical e~;rgy to s<;) e ~ 
than a person without those daily challenges. ? 
In relation to the support allocation tool our mem e~igh i~ t it is er ~~rt e 

working environment. Persons with disabilities ee ~~~ enable o ork ~as 

everyone else. The complexity of this aspec o on site rsta · g the required 

services and tools for persons with disa 1 'tie nsid~:i~ l~s d upport allocation 

should be the basis for any frame rk to n a poss\~\~t . 

an opportunity to c ment t wag s ssment tool. 

~~~ 
~~ g ~ 
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S(: ;rther information, please contact: 

New Zealand Public Service Association 

PO Box 3817 

Wellington 6140 
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1. Key points and recommendations 

IHC makes the following summary points and recommendations in response 
to the Discussion document: A wage supplement as an alternative to 
Minimum Wage Exemption (MWE) scheme. 

• IHC strongly supports moves to end the discriminatory practices of the 
MWE scheme in ways that ensure people with intellectual disabilities 1 

receive fair wages and achieve better alignment with the Convention 
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD). 

• That said, IHC has reservations about the proposed wage supplement 
alternative to the MWE and suggests that further work is needed before 
deciding on the whether to adopt such an approach or not. 

• There needs to be consideration of the broad context in which this 
issue sits including the linked issues relating to: 
o greater investment in developing social investment models; 
o creating more microbusiness opportunities; 
o increasing access to employment support services; 
o increasing access to and addressing funding shortfalls for 

community participation programmes; and 
o increasing the amount that can be earned before abatement rates 

on benefits start. 

• Further work is needed to ensure that people with intellectual 
disabilities and their families and whanau will not be disadvantaged 
and transition funding made available to assist service providers and 
employers adjust to changes. 

As a member of the New Zealand Disability Support Network (NZDSN), IHC 
endorses NZDSN's submission on the Discussion Document. 

2. About IHC 

IHC was founded in 1949 by a group of parents who wanted equal treatment 
from the education and health systems for their children with intellectual 
disability. The IHC of today is still striving for these same rights and is 
committed to advocating for the rights, welfare and inclusion of all people with 
an intellectual disability. We support people with intellectual disability to lead 
satisfying lives and have a genuine place in the community. 

We support more than 4,000 people in IDEA services (IHC's service arm) that 
include residential care, supported living, employment and community 

1 We use 'people with intellectual disability' as the officially recognized term in New Zealand. We 
acknowledge 'people with learning disability' as the term used by People First New Zealand, Nga 
Tangata Tuatahi. 
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participation and inclusion, support for families and specialist services, and 
through Accessible Properties (a subsidiary company of IHC) are New 
Zealand's largest non-government social housing provider. 

Through our charitable arm IHC raises awareness and advocates for the 
rights of over 50,000 people with intellectual disability at both a national and 
an international level. This includes an extensive advocacy programme, a one 
to one volunteer programme and the country's largest specialist intellectual 
disability library. 

3. Replacing the MWE permit and a wage supplement 
alternative 

IHC has long advocated for changes to the MWE scheme in order to redress 
the discrimination and unfair practices that occur, including in submissions to 
the Annual Minimum Wage review. This has taken place in the wider context 
of people with intellectual disabilities receiving a fair wage, having an 
adequate standard of living and social protections. 

3.1 MWE scheme 
The MWE was put in place in 2007 after the repeal of the Disabled Person's 
Employment Promotion (DPEP) Act. 

People with intellectual disabilities make up the majority of the approximately 
900 disabled people who currently have MWE permits. By far the greatest 
number of people with MWE permits work in Business Enterprises with only 3-
4% working outside Business Enterprises or disability support organisations. 

More than 70% of those having a MWE exemption earn less than five dollars 
an hour 25% of those receiving less than $1.99 for an hours work (both are 
before tax rates. The contrast of these numbers is now even greater with the 
increase this year of the minimum wage to $17.70 an hour. Most also rely on 
the income support in the form of the Supported living Payment (SLP). New 
Zealand has a way to go in people with intellectual disabilities being paid fairly 
and having the same rights for a minimum wage as other employees. 

The MWE scheme was a product of its time and has not kept pace with 
changes in policies, practices and contemporary understandings of disability 
employment rights. Additionally, despite the original intent of the Scheme 
there have been problems with implementation. These have included 

• Subjective processes using different wage assessment tools that have 
resulted in inconsistencies in the granting of MWEs and a deficit rather 
than a strength based focus. 

• Lack of knowledge and expertise among Labour Inspectors leading to 
difficulties in being able to adequately verify employer's wage 
assessment. 

• Situations where people with intellectual disabilities have been denied 
their right to have a union representative or an advocate of their choice 
when seeking to review their MWE or where there are changes in their 
job or workplace. 
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3.2 Changes require more than a single wage supplement alternative 
IHC acknowledges that the wage subsidy approach attempts to provide 
disabled workers with job security and rewarding work alongside ensuring that 
every working age New Zealander is paid at least the minimum wage. 
However, a broader rather than a single solution option is required for 
sustainable changes that are consistent with transformations in universal and 
disability support systems and evidenced based policy and practice. 

To build confidence and trust for people with intellectual disabilities, families 
and service providers, changes and alternatives need to be adequately 
resourced. This includes providing transition funding to assist the sector to 
move to a new system and addressing the funding shortfall in the sector. 2 

Further work needs to be undertaken in the context of wellbeing and 
improving employment opportunities and outcomes for people with intellectual 
disabilities. A series of measures and initiatives need to be considered and 
linked. These involve government: 

• making a greater investment in developing social enterprise models 
that are underpinned by a commitment to employing people with 
intellectual disability and paying fair wages; 

• making existing funding for microbusiness more accessible with 
change current profitability requirements so they are more compatible 
with actual business case put forward; 

• increasing access to employment support/supported employment 
services and awareness of the practical application of 'reasonable 

• increasing access to and funding available for personalised community 
participation programmes. 

• Increasing the amount the people can earn before the abatement rate 
on the SLP starts. 

3.3 Proposed wage supplement approach 
Given that the utility a wage supplement approach should be considered 
through a broader lens as outlined in section 3.2, it is premature to respond in 
detail to most of the questions asked (4-11 ). In considering the advantages 
and disadvantages of a wage subsidy approach IHC makes the following 
general points 

• People with intellectual disabilities who are currently working for less 
than the minimum wage and their families need reassurance that they 
will have meaningful work, community participation activities of their 
choice. 

• While the discussion document gives some costings and alternatives to 
show that a wage subsidy will not impact on benefits or reduce income 
these are insufficient information to allay fears that people may be 
worse off. 

2 Funding and financial analysis: New Zealand Disability Support providers (November, 2018), report by 
Deloittes for NZDSN. 
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• There are a number of potential pitfalls in a wage subsidy approach 
that include 
o Disincentives for people to work more hours, take on extra 

responsibilities or change employer. 
o Employers may be less likely to employ people with an intellectual 

disability without a wage subsidy. 
o A wage supplement becoming a default position for people with 

intellectual disabilities rather than greater efforts being undertaken 
to get better employment opportunities and outcomes. 

o Inconsistencies in meeting New Zealand's obligations the New 
Zealand under the UNCRPD and New Zealand Disability Strategy 
(NZDS) with regard to employment rights, reasonable 
accommodations and the principles of proportionality so that large 
numbers of disabled people are not congregated in one setting. 

We also note that the use of Schedule 8 Part 25 clause 44 of the Social 
Security Regulations is suggested as a possible pathway to ensuring that 
people are not disadvantaged financially. This section allows for application to 
be made to exempt all or part of income earned by severely disabled persons 
to be disregarded as chargeable income for benefit purposes. In our 
experience this is a poorly understood and implemented provision. There is 
also insufficient data on how this is currently working as we do not know how 
many people have an income exemption. 

4. Release of IHC submission 

There are no parts of IHC's submission we would not want released if a 
request for information was made under the OIA. 
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Foreword 
New Zealanders are known around the world for their work ethic. Kiwis take pride in 

their jobs and work hard to earn a decent living. 

We know being employed matters to New Zealanders. And we know income through 

employment contributes to our material well-being and overall quality of life. 

Participating in the labour market is one way that people are able to contribute to their 
communities and develop their skills and abilities. 

For most people, paid employment also provides the opportunity to earn sufficient 

income to live independently, enjoy a good standard of living, and pursue their goals in 

life. 

Yet, many disabled people in work are currently prevented from earning a minimum 

wage through minimum wage exemptions. 

Depending on the job, some disabled people earn much less than the adult minimum 
wage. This affects approximately 900 disabled workers in New Zealand every year. 

As Ministers for Disability Issues and Workplace Relations and Safety we would like to 

see this discriminatory and unfair practice against disabled people end. The disability 

community should expect a fair day's wage for a fair day's work like all other New 

Zealanders. 

This commitment is also demonstrated in the Disability Action Plan, which seeks to 

identify alternatives so that the Minimum Wage Exemption (MWE) can be removed. 

The wage supplement approach proposed in this discussion document could provide an 
alternative to MWE permits, and see disabled people guaranteed the same right as non

disabled people, to earn at least the minimum wage. 

It was developed in conjunction with people from the disability sector including workers, 
and is the Government's proposal to address the known issues with the MWE, treat 

disabled people fairly, and protect existing job opportunities for disabled people. 

The feedback received on the wage supplement approach from disabled people, 
employers, unions and the wider disability sector will assist the Government to design an 

approach that can meet the needs of all who may be impacted. 

We look forward to being able to progress this important work with your assistance, and 

< , reaffirming the Government's commitment to valuing the lives of disabled people. 

Hon Carmel Sepuloni 
Minister for Disability Issues 
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